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Unwinding globules under tension and polymer collapse

Thomas Frisch* and Alberto Verga†
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Polymer collapse is known to be mediated by the formation of pearls. These intermediate structures behave
as small globules under tension. The globule size is studied by molecular dynamic simulations as a function of
the strength of an external stretching force applied to its ends, for different values of the chain length. A very
strong first-order-like transition from a compact globule state to a stretched one is observed. A model of this
transition in terms of a globule-chain system is presented. The critical force, above which the globule unwinds,
is shown to satisfy a power law scaling likeN1/3 in the number of monomers.
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Proteins are synthesized as flexible polypeptides and
collapse into a specific compact form called the native fo
The kinetics of the folding process is amazingly complex a
an understanding of this folding process towards the na
state is an important challenge@1–3#. In parallel, stretching
experiments on single biomolecules@4# is now a rapidly de-
veloping field and may provide information on the elas
behavior of the molecules that take place during protein fo
ing and give as well some insight into biological functio
Even though single homopolymer chain are structurally s
pler than proteins, the study of their elastic properties
equilibrium in a poor solvent@5–9#, and the study of the
dynamical behavior of the collapse from an extended sh
to a compact globule during a rapid quench below theU
point @10–18#, are active areas of research. Experimental
vestigations of the collapse or of the stretching of a h
mopolymer are sparse due to the enormous difficulty of
lowing the folding of a single chain in a poor solvent at lo
concentration@19–22#. The picture that has now emerge
however, from these experimental and mainly from nume
cal studies is that the collapse process is mediated by
presence of small pearls~a cluster of monomers! linked to
one another by a fluctuating stretched chain. Therefore,
full dynamics of the collapsing polymer is a complex proce
that depends, in particular, on the elastic response of e
globule under tension, and on the quench history.

The problem of globule under a stretching force was p
viously addressed theoretically@5–9# and numerically@7,9#.
These works showed that the behavior of a globule under
U point share some similarities with a first-order transitio
Below a critical stretching force the globule remains co
pact, and above the critical force the globule unwinds int
stretched chain. In this paper we investigate, theoretic
and numerically, the mechanisms involved in this first-ord
like transition, in order to clarify the origin of the critica
force and their scaling properties with respect to the num
of monomers. In the first part we describe the collapse fr
an extended shape to a compact globule using molec
dynamics in the canonical ensemble@23#, and we discuss
briefly the influence of the quench depth. In the second p
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we study a single pearl under tension at equilibrium, and
derive the force-extension relation.

We developed an efficient code to perform off lattice thr
dimensional molecular dynamics simulations of a homopo
mer at finite temperature neglecting hydrodynamic effec
This approach allows us to study very long chains, and
follow their evolution using conservative dynamics in th
canonical ensemble. In contrast to other methods there i
need to introduce arbitrary phenomenological parameters
which time scales will depend. We investigated, in particu
the collapsing transition of aN53000 polymer (N is the
number of monomers!, previous studies were conducted b
different methods for smaller values ofN ~Monte-Carlo
methods@13,14,17#, Langevin methods@18#!.

The numerical simulations were performed using t
Nosé-Hoover method that permits us to work in the cano
cal ensemble~fixed temperature!. The polymer chain con-
tainsN molecules interacting through a classical long-ran
van der Waals force. The connectivity of the chains is
spected by using a strong anharmonic potential for neighb
ing monomers. The Nose´-Hoover equations for the monome
i are

ṙ i5pi /mi , ~1!

ṗi52
]Vi

]r i
2jpi , ~2!

tj
2j̇5

2K

kBT
2~3N26!. ~3!

Here r i and pi are the position and momentum,j is the
‘‘friction’’ variable, T the temperature (kB the Boltzmann
constant!, tj52Q/kBT is the time constant of the heat ba
(Q5const), andK5( i 51

N pi
2/2mi is the kinetic energy. The

total number of degrees of freedom is 3N26 since we sub-
tracted the translation and rotation of the center of ma
Overdots represent time derivatives. The potentialVi is the
interaction energy of monomeri with all other monomers, it
has two contributionsV5V1(r )1V2(r ) (r is the distance
between monomers!. ~i! The valence interaction between tw
neighboring monomers V1(r )5a(r 2d0)21b(r 2d0)4,
whered0 is the equilibrium distance anda,b are constants
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. Molecular dynamics simulation of aN53000 homopolymer.~a! A self-avoiding random walk generated by a Monte-Ca
method (t50). ~b! Nucleation centers appear (t533104Dt), this state is characterized by a set of pearls separated by stretched chai~c!
Merging of pearls accompanied by a shrinking of the polymer size (t533105Dt). ~d! Globular state (t563105Dt).
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characterizing the anharmonic interaction.~ii ! The Lennard-
Jones interaction between nonneighboring monom
V2(r )5h@(s/r )122(s/r )6#, whereh is the potential depth
ands the van der Waals radius. Molecular dynamic simu
tions were performed using an implicit Verlet-Newto
Raphson method for time stepping@23#. The parameters use
are: d05s51.0, h50.9, a530, b5100, Q510, the time
step isDt51023, and kBT50.2. TheU point is aboutU
'0.7, as obtained numerically for the chosen paramet
Units are based ond0 for lengths,kBT for energies, andDt
for time.

In Fig. 1 we present the time evolution of a homopolym
(N53000) from an initial ‘‘swollen coil’’ state to the fina
~equilibrium! ‘‘globule’’ state. Similar results were obtaine
by another methods, Monte Carlo and Langevin simulatio
04180
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by different groups@13,14,17# The initial state is a self-
avoiding random walk modeling a polymer in a good s
vent. The gyration radiusRg in the swollen coil state scale
as N3/5. At time t50 we quench the polymer below theU
point, in order to trigger the polymer collapse@Fig. 1~a!#.
One can distinguish during the collapse different regim
the initial ‘‘pearl formation’’ stage, the subsequent stretchi
of the linking chains accompanied by the pearl growth~‘‘ten-
sion regime’’!, and finally, the pearl ‘‘coalescence regime
which drives the polymer towards the globule state. Amo
these stages, the tension dominated regime is the longest
We observe the creation of many pearls that start to grow
adsorbing monomers form the neighboring chains@Fig.
1~b!#. At this stage the total size of the polymer decrea
slowly, showing that the clustering is essentially a local p
1-2
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FIG. 2. End-to-end distance as a function
the tensionL5L( f ). ~a! N5100, ~b! N5200.
The points A, B, C, and D show the hysteres
cycle.
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cess. The interaction between pearls is carried by the link
chains that stretch as pearls grow. Next, the pearls m
towards each other and finally coalesce@Fig. 1~c!#. In this
regime the strong tension created in the chains leads
reduction of their thermal fluctuations. The final state co
sists of a compact globule with a gyration radius scaling
N1/3 @Fig. 1~d!#. Because of the existence of different r
gimes, each one having its own time scale, and a typ
dependence on the thermodynamical variablesN andT @12#,
one must rule out a simple description of the collapsing p
cess. The different kinetic regimes with their characteris
time scales were extensively discussed in the litera
@12,24#. These numerical results show that the collapse
largely dominated by the growth of pearls, their propert
basically depend on the tension exerted by the neighbo
chains. Moreover, each pearl evolves almost independe
of others, as long as they are far apart. Therefore, it is in
esting to study the behavior of a single pearl under tens
which constitutes a necessary step towards a full descrip
of polymer collapse.

We have also studied the influence of the depth of
quench, here the temperature difference to theU point. We
found that as the quench depth increase, the pearls ten
transform into sausagelike objects, which were predic
theoretically by de Gennes@10#. A detailed account of this
result will be published elsewhere, but the main effect can
explained in terms of the competition between the kine
energy~slowing down of monomer mobility! and neighbor-
ing monomer attractive interactions.

In order to reproduce the behavior of a single pearl we
a short chain,N,500 typically, and we apply to its ends
constant tensionf. We use as initial condition a well equili
brated globule@Fig. 1~d!#. The force applied to both ends
equal in magnitude and of opposite signs. We measure
mean end-to-end distanceL, and the mean gyration radiusRg
as a function of the force. The mean quantities are obtai
by temporal averaging over large times at equilibrium. T
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results of Fig. 2 show that two well defined states can
identified: a low tension state, for which the globule is on
slightly deformed; and a high tension state for which t
original pearl is stretched into a chain. Figure 3 shows
typical configuration of the polymer in the initial state, an
below and above the critical force. As we increase the t
sion from zero the globule deforms elastically until a critic
value f A5 f B for which the globule is suddenly stretched o
~Fig. 2!. Above f A the system, a stretched coil, is describ
by the near rod limit. When we decrease the tension,
observe that the length diminishes slowly, passes through
f B point, and atf C5 f D jumps back to the globule state. A
f C is smaller thanf A the transition between the two states
first-order-like and we have a hysteresis cycle.

Another quantity of interest is the gyration radius, whi
characterizes the globule size, and follows the same beha
asL. We observe@Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 4# that the globule, in
response to a small tension, slightly swells out. This ela
behavior results from the attractive interaction betwe
monomers. It is dominated by internal energy and not
pure entropic effects. A simple theoretical explanation of t
phenomenon is given by a model of a globule in equilibriu
with a stretched chain@the globule-chain configuration o
Fig. 3~b!#. The globule ofNg monomers is described by
free energy,

Fg5kBTS 2
uBuNg

2

R3
1

CNg
3

R6 D , ~4!

where the entropic and surface terms were neglected,R is the
globule size, it is related to the globule densityn, R;Rg
;n21/3; B5B(T) and C5C(T) are the second and thir
virial coefficients, respectively~up to a geometrical factor!;
below the U temperatureB,0 @25#. In the absence of
1-3
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FIG. 3. Typical configurations of aN5200 chain under tension
~a! the globule state forf 50, ~b! the globule-chain state, below th
transitiond0f /kBT53.5 (f , f A); and ~c! the stretched chain stat
for d0f /kBT57.5 (f . f A).
04180
tension the globule radius is simply given byRe
5(2CNg /uBu)1/3. The free energy of a freely joined chai
under tension@the configuration of Fig. 3~c!# is given by the
Langevin formula@25#,

Fc52kBTNc lnS 4p sinhy

y D , y5
d0f

kBT
, ~5!

whereNc is the number of monomers in the chain, andf the
applied force; hereFc is an implicit function of the chain
length Rc5Ncd0(cothy21/y). When a force is applied to
the globule an exchange of monomers with the chain
produced. The equilibrium state is established when
chemical potentials of the globule and the chain are identi
The chemical potential of the globule ismg2mg05(]Fg /
]R)(]R/]Ng), wheremg05(]Fg /]Ng)uR5Re

52kBTB2/4C

is the chemical potential forf 50. Analogously, the chemica
potential of the chain ismc2mc05(]Fc /]Rc)(]Rc /]Nc),
wheremc05(]Fc /]Nc)u f 5052kBT ln(4p). From these two
relations, and taking into account thatdNg52dNc , one ob-
tains the equilibrium condition between the globule and
chain in the form (]Fg /]R)52(]Fc /]Rc)udRc /dRu. As
the tension is constant along the polymer, the globule den
slightly diminishes, while the globule sizeR increases~see
Figs. 3~b! and 4!. As long as the number of monomers in th
chain satisfiesNc!Ng'N, the chain-globule interactions ar
negligible, and one may assume thatDR and DRc are pro-
portional: udRc /dRu[1/a, wherea is independentof Ng .
Moreover, in the regime of interest~globule-chain coexist-
ence!, the tension is large, so thaty@1. These conditions
ensure that the globule-chain coupling is weak. From
equilibrium condition, and using that the chain length, f
fixed Nc , is Rc5Ncd0(cothy21/y)'Ncd0(121/y), one
obtains,

FIG. 4. Mean gyration radiusRg /Rg0 as a function of the nor-
malized tensionN21/3f /kBT, for various values ofN. The solid line
is the theoretical result from Eq.~6! ~with b51.7); the horizontal
dashed line represent the critical radiusRA /Re5(7/4)1/3, and the
vertical one is the critical normalized forcef A* .
1-4
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UNWINDING GLOBULES UNDER TENSION AND POLYMER COLLAPSE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041801
N21/3
d0f

kBT
5bF S Re

R D 4

2S Re

R D 7G1/2

, ~6!

where b5(3ad0uBuN4/3/Re
4)1/2, is independent ofN since

Re;N1/3. To fit the numerical results with Eq.~6! we used
b51.7. From this value ofb one can compute the free pa
rametera, which is found to be of order onea50.4 @26#.

Equation ~6! describes the elastic properties of t
globule-chain system. Taking into account that the glob
radius varies asRe;N1/3, the tension on the globule satisfie
f ;N1/3 in contrast to theN21 behavior of the Gaussian coi
It is worth mentioning that this scaling law of the critic
force with respect to the number of monomers was not
tained in previous works@5–9#. This may be due in par
because most numerical studies dealt with the end-to-
distance, which is a highly fluctuating quantity.

We represented in Fig. 4 the graph of theRg5Rg( f ) func-
tion @normalized byRg05Rg(0)#, using the scaling sug
gested by Eq.~6! for various values ofN. With the N1/3

scaling, the curves for differentN appear to follow a single
tendency. In particular, it is worth noting that the normaliz
critical force,f A* 5N21/3d0f A /kBT, is the same for allN. The
theoretical result~6! also predicts a critical force abov
which the globule cannot exist. At the critical pointdR/d f
;` and the relationRg5Rg( f ) cannot be satisfied. A simpl
computation givesd0f A(N)/kBT50.45bN1/3 for the critical
force, andRA /Re5(7/4)1/3 for the corresponding radius o
the globule. These theoretical results are in good agreem
i-

d

u

R

04180
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with the numerical results obtained forN550 toN5300, in
the region of validity of the approximations, near the critic
force (y@1).

In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical model
the unwinding of a globule under tension and compared
with numerical simulations. The critical force, above whi
the globule unwinds, is shown to satisfy a power lawN1/3 in
the number of monomers. One immediate consequenc
the elastic properties of globules is that two neighbor
pearls separated by a well stretched chain, and having di
ent sizes cannot be in equilibrium. The larger pearl exerts
attractive force on the smaller one, inducing a drift of t
smaller pearl. Another effect, related to the critical force,
that during the initial stages of collapse, small pearls m
easily unwind, if the local value of the tension is larger th
the critical value. Furthermore, the process of pearl ini
size selection, and the coalescence of small pearls into la
ones, may drive the system to a dynamical state chara
ized by a tension which is throughout near its own critic
value.

It would be interesting to study experimentally the infl
ence of the depth of the quench on the collapse. Anot
interesting issue would be to experimentally measure
force-extension relation, in order to detect the jump in t
pearl size~end-to-end distance, gyration or hydrodynam
radius! in large biomolecules, polymers, DNA, or protein
under appropriated conditions.

We acknowledge P. Marcq, J. Palmeri, and M. Abid f
fruitful discussions.
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